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It is well known (see [2]; [4], chap. 4, Proposition 3.8, p. 174; [3], 
Theorem 26E) that if E and F are L-spaces, then every continuous linear 
operator from E to F is expressible as the difference of positive linear 
operators. In the present note I show that this property is characteristic 
of L-spaces, in that any Banach lattice E such that every continuous 
linear operator from E to an L-space is decomposable must have an 
equivalent norm under which it is an L-space (Corollary 1 below). 
PRELZMINARY REMARKS. In fact I shall prove a rather more elaborate 
result (Theorem 1 below). An analysis of the proof in [3] or [4] shows 
that the original theorem for L-spaces can be extended to the following: 
if E is a Riesz space with a topology generated by Riesz seminorms which 
are additive on the positive cone, and if F is a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space with a Levi locally solid locally convex linear space topology, then 
every continuous linear operator from E to F can be decomposed into 
positive and negative parts. (For definitions, see below.) Conversely, the 
methods I devised to prove Corollary 1 turned out to be adequate for 
Theorem 1, and I think that they are slightly clarified by being put into 
the more general context. 
DEFINITIONS. My notation will generally follow [3]. A Riesz seminwm 
on a Riesz space (=vector lattice) is a seminorm such that llzjjg ]jy]] 
whenever /z] < IyI ; a Riesz norm is a Riesz seminorm which is a norm; 
a Banach lattice is a Riesz space with a Riesz norm under which it is 
complete; an L-space is a Banach lattice such that I)~+ylj = ]lx]]f ]]y]] 
whenever x, y> 0. A linear space topology on a Riesz space is locally 
solid if 0 has a neighbourhood basis consisting of solid sets ; a topology 
can be defined by a family of Riesz seminorms iff it is locally solid and 
locally convex ([3], Exercise 22Gc; [4], chap. 2, Proposition 4.10, p. 105; 
[5], V. 7.1). If E is a Riesz space with a locally solid linear space topology, 
the space E’ of continuous linear functionals on E is a solid linear subspace 
of the Dedekind complete Riesz space EN of order-bounded linear func- 
tionals ([3], Proposition 22D; [a], chap. 2, Proposition 4.17, p. 108; [5], 
V. 7.4). A linear space topology on a Riesz space is Levi if every topo- 
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logically bounded set which is directed upwards is bounded above in the 
ordering. Following [6], I call a locally solid locally convex topology on 
a Riesz space order-infrabarrebed if every solid barrel is a neighbourhood 
of 0. I shall write Ii for the L-space of absolutely summable (real) 
sequences, la for the real Hilbert space of square-summable sequences, 
and P(N x N) for the space of absolutely summable double sequences. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be an order-infrabarreled locally solid locally wnvex 
Riesz space such that every compact linear operator from E to 11 is expressible 
as the diflerence of positive linear operators. Then equicontinuoua sets in E’ 
are bounded above in E’. 
REMARKS. The reason for studying compact operators is that these 
give us control of the operators of finite rank, which are the ones we 
need. The essence of the proof is to find operators R: la --f Ii such that 
11 jR1 11 is large compared with llRl\, and to compose these with suitable 
positive operators S: E + I 2. The technical difficulties below lie largely 
in the construction of such operators T = RS: E + 11 for which we can 
calculate ITI. Although the proof is really one continuous argument, it 
will perhaps be more digestible in a series of lemmas. Throughout, E will 
be the Riesz space of the statement of the theorem; other special notation 
required will be introduced in the statements of the lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. For each solid convex neighbourhoocl U of 0 in E, let Fu 
be the set of continuous linear operators T: E -+ 11 of jinite rank such that 
IlTxlj Q 1 for each x E U. Then FV C L”, the Riesx space of order-bounded 
linear operators from E to 11, so ITI is dejned for each T E Fu. Now 
U*={x: II IT1(14)11<1 7 2’ EFU} 
is a solid barrel in E, therefore a neighbourhood of 0. 
PROOF. Recall that, because I1 is Dedekind complete, LW is a Dedekind 
complete Riesz space ([l], chap. XV, 0 11, Theorem 17 ; [3], Theorem 16D). 
If T: E -+ 11 is continuous and of finite rank, it is expressible as 
zt G ,, ft @ wt, where ft E E’ and wz E 11 for each i g n; now, for any x E E+, 
so ITI is continuous. This is what we need to show that U* is closed 
(recall that the map x I-+ IX]: E -+ E is continuous); clearly U* is solid 
and convex. 
Now suppose, if possible, that U* is not absorbent. Then there is an 
x0 E E+ such that U* does not absorb x0, i.e. there is for each m E N an 
operator T, E FU such that II lTml(xo)ll> 2m. Define T: E --t P(N x N) by 
writing 
(TX)@, j) = 24(Tcx)(j) B i, j E N. 
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As T is approximated uniformly on U by operators of finite rank, it is 
compaet. Now Ii(N x N) is isomorphic, as Banach lattice, to Ii, so by the 
main hypothesis of the theorem there must be an expression of T ~JS 
Si - Sa, where 6’1 and Sa are positive linear operators from E to Ii(N x N). 
But now consider S=&+&. It is easy to see that 
(sxo)(i, j) z SUPI~I <z,(Ty)(i, j) = 2-Wl(~oMj) 
for every i, j E N. So 
Ils~4 a CtN 2-?l lT~l(~o:o)ll = 00, 
which is impossible. 
Thus U* is absorbent, and is a solid barrel. As E is supposed order- 
infrabarreled, 7-J* is a neighbourhood of 0. 
LEMMA 2. 17 fo, . . . . fn E E’, then there exist h,-,, . . . . h, E E’ such thut 
O<h,l< Ifd for each j<n, ht A &1=0 if i#j, and supj<n h=supj<,lfjl. 
PROOF. This is a consequence of the fact that E’, being a solid linear 
subspace of the Dedekind complete space E-, is Dedekind complete. The 
proof proceeds by induction on n. For n= 0, set ho= lfol. For the in&dive 
step to 12, set 
f =supj<n Ifh 
and 
g =supmcx (f A m(f - Ifnl)), 
the principal component of f in the band generated by f - I f,J . Set h, = f - g ; 
obsekve that hnAg=O, h=Vg=f, O<h,<If,l, and that g< ~up~<~If~l. 
Now apply the inductive hypothesis to g A Ifol, . . . , g A Ifnell. 
LEMMA 3. For each m E N, there is a 2m x 2m matrix Am such that each 
coefficient of Am is f 2-m and A, de&es an operator Rm: 12 --f 11 such 
that IlRrnll < 1. 
PROOF. Define a sequence of matrices inductively by writing 
Bs=(I), Bm+1=2-* (-iz zz)v m>O. 
Then each Bm is an orthogonal 2” x 2m matrix with each coefficient 
f 2-12. Let A, = 2-m12Bm. The operator Rm: 12 -+ 11 is now the compo- 
sition of the unitary operator on 12 defined by B, with a diagonal operator 
which has 2m non-zero entries each of value 2-m/2; since both factors 
have norm 1, IlRmll Q 1. 
LEMMA 4. (Together with Lemma 1, this forms the core of the proof.) 
Let hi& . . . . An E E’ be &uch that h+ A hj= 0 whenever i # j. Let U be a solid 
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convex neighbourhood of 0 in E, and deJine U* as in Lemma 1. Then, if 
h=&n 4==upj<n h, 
IW <h(lxl)~supl/cu C&n ~(Y)~)‘=Y 
for any x e U*. 
PROOF. Observe first that 2 ~~n~=a~p~~la~ because ?Q Ah=0 when- 
ever i#j ([3], Lemma 14Kc). If y= 00, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, 
define S: E --f 12 by writing 
Sy=~~~nhjr(yh BY ~6 
where g is the jm unit vector in 12, i.e. the sequence with 1 in the jm place, 
zeroes elsewhere. Let m be such that p = 2” > n. Set T = R,S: E + II, 
so that 
(Lemma 3). So, applying Lemma 1 to the operator y-IT (or, if y= 0, 
to large multiples of T), we shall have 
II ITl(l~lNl~r v z E u*. 
We must now compute ITI. We know that 
Ty=Rm&nW/)e~) 
‘I&P 25678 WMY/) eh 
where the matrix A, of Lemma 3 is (oI~J), so that 
lor~~l= 2-m =p’-l whenever 0~ i, j <p. 
Fix x E E+. Because h = SUpj<n 5, 
hx=sup { xj<nb(xj): ~j E E+ Vj<m, &<nq=s} 
([3], Exercise 161). So, given E > 0, there exist x0, . . . , xn E E+ such that 
x=zkGnxk and 
&+~:kdnhk(xk)~hx=~kdnhXk=C3,k~n~(xk). 
From this we see that 
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As E is arbitrary, 
ITI (4 > p-l h(x) zt cp et, 
and ]I ITI(z)]]>h(x), for any XE E+. As U* is solid, 
Iw~Q4)~II I~l(l~lNlrr 
for every x E U*, as required. 
LEMMA 5. Under the same hypotheses as Lemma 4, 
IW <fq?,,u maxl<la MYN =B 
for any 2 E (u*)*. 
PROOF. Applying Lemma 4 to U*, we have 
@I Qq-hu* (&n SW)+ 
for every 2 E U **. But, given x E U*, set yj= ]I?.&)] for each j<n. Then 
yg hf A y5 S = 0 whenever i #j, so, applying Lemma 4 to U and 3/o &, . . . , yn h,, 
we see that 
and (1,~~ ~j~)~<j3. As x is arbitrary, lhz] </?, as stated. 
CONCLUSION OF PROOF. Let A be any equicontinuous set in E’. Then 
there is a solid convex neighbourhood U of 0 such that A C UO. Let 
B={lfol v . . . V lfnl: fj E A Tj<n]. 
Then any h E B can be expressed as supj Qn hf, where &Ah = 0 for i + j 
and hj G I fjl for every j G n (Lemma 2). As UO is solid, ?+ E UO for every 
j<n. So I&]< 1 for every z E U** (Lemma 5), i.e. F, E (U**)O. Thus 
B C (U’“)“. As U** is a neighbourhood of 0 in E (Lemma l), (U**)O is 
compact for the weak topology Z,(E’, E), and B is relatively compact. 
But B is directed upwards, so its filter of sections converges to h = sup B 
([3], Proposition 21Be). Now ho is the required upper bound for A in E’. 
COROLLARY 1. Let E be a Banach lattice such that every continuous 
linear operator from E to 11 is order-bounded. Then there is an equivalent 
norm on E under which E is an L-space. 
PROOF. Being a Banach space, E is barreled, so it is certainly order- 
infrabarreled. Let A be the equicontinuous set (f : llfll Q l} in E’. By the 
theorem, A has an upper bound ho. Now 
1141 =supfed lfxl ~supfc-4 Ifl(l4)~ho(l4)~ IPoll II41 
foranyxEE.Soh(l I) is an L-space norm on E equivalent to the given 
norm. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS. The theorem fails for arbitrary locally solid 
locally convex Riesz spaces, as the following example shows. Let E be SO, 
the Riesz space of sequences with only finitely many non-zero terms, 
and give E the norm 11 112 of 12. Then the order-bounded sets of E are 
all finite-dimensional, so every linear operator on E is order-bounded. 
But the equicontinuous sets in E’ r 12 are certainly not all bounded 
above in E’. 
Thus some extra condition is required. I am not sure that “order- 
infrabarreled” is the best, but it covers many interesting cases (e.g. 
FrBchet lattices). It can be weakened if we strengthen the other condition 
to something like “every compact linear operator from E to Ii can be 
decomposed into continuous positive and negative parts”, for in this case 
we can begin by completing E. It can be abandoned altogether if we 
require : “every continuous linear operator from E to a Dedekind complete 
Banach lattice with a Fatou Levi topology is decomposable into con- 
tinuous positive and negative parts”. (It is enough to consider target 
spaces of the form 
{z: 2 E (ll)z, 1141= sup,cz llG~)ll < 001, 
where I is an arbitrary set, to prove Lemma 1.) 
A curious point may be gleaned from the proof above. Let U be a solid 
convex neighbourhood of 0 in E. The proof shows that ho=sup (UO) 
exists in E’, and that ho E (U**)O. Now if V= {x: ho(lzl) < l}, ‘CT is a solid 
convex neighbourhood of 0, and V* = V. As U** C V C U, we must in 
fact have U** = V; that is, U** is already the neighbourhood of 0 of 
L-space type that we are seeking. This suggests that there ought to be 
a proof that avoids Lemmas 3 and 4, but I am quite unable to find it. 
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